TWO LETTERS

LEW THOMAS

16 March 1978
Nancy Weber
1217 Silvius Avenue
San Pedro, California
90731
Dear Nancy,
My apologies for the long delay in answering your letter
regarding distribution and sales of independent projects
by artists and photographers. When I received your excellent
calendar, I had already overbought for the Legion Bookshop
due .~o exhibitions that didnot draw as expected.
I understand and sympathise with your-reluctance to get into the
business because you wish to devote your "creative• energies
towards the making of art. Most· of the distributors of artists'
artifacts like Japp Rietrnan and Printed Mat·t er in New "rork
are obvious examples for handling · &rtists• materials but they
are not exactly the greatest supporters unless you have a
very hot item or accept their ideology and its consequences.
I'm afraid that the experience you got from producing and dis~rib~ting
your REAL ESTATE calendar -represents more wisdom than any thing I
can put into words.
Another reason for delay in writing you was the incredible amount of
time and work it has taken to get out another book since PHOTOGRAPHY
& LANGUAGE, namely, EROS & PHOTOGRAPHY.
And the only way I could
put it together in order to produce these books was to setup my own
structure which must work or it's all over.
Indeed, it's all
extremely fragile b~t in its own way has taught me to . forget
the fantasy of being an artist and simply to move on with it
whatever it is and I'm afraid it's very much like small time
"american business."
Have~J!o,talked with Judith Hoffberg, LAI~,or Jim Hugunin,
DUMB'OX.
I know that Jim Hugunin would be ~lad to talk with
you about these problems and he is very kno~ledgable after
his experiences with the OX. I'm told Hoffberg knows her stuff
so I'm sure she can help, at least LAICA is getting a lot of
support money to produce just such information.
I am currently
working on a publication with Carl Loeffler, PROBLEMATIC PHOTOGRAPHY,
so do you think antyof the material you are working on would be
suitable for such a book. I would be happy to look at your
work in this conte t if it is not to .much trouble for you to send
some kind of working ideas or images. Write m~ if - you are
in terz_t;.ed and maybe we can do something.
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I can't be more explicit.
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May 31, 1977
Martha Chahroudi
c/o AFTERIMAGE
4 Elton Street
Rochester, N Yl4607
Dear Ms. Chahroudi1
On behalf of all artists participating in the PHOTOGRAPHY & LANGUAGE
book including myself, I want to thank you for the comprehensive
and . intelligent review of this publication in Afterimage, April 1977.
Eventhough most of the material normally printed in Afterimage is
of little interest to me, I cannot think of anyone on the West Coast
who would have taken the time to analyze the structuring and content
o~ the book in the manner presented by your carefully written article.
Perhaps the only area of disagreement I find with the review is the
selection of artists whose work you singled out to discuss. In this
case .there · was something predictable about the evaluation. However,
I am amazed by the clarity of distinctions you make in relation to
the philosophical nature of the bo_o k. By not invoking false issues
or photographers whose use of language is merely a padding of
pictorial interests, you were able to deal with the substantive
material of the book itself.
People who have access to publication, print, are only aware of their
power in so far as it ftnhers their own bourgeois position of
security and personality. For'the most part it doesnot occur to
them that. they practice a one way production of meaning-," , in which
the receiver is nothing more than an ideological patient. The domination
of printed material by limited ·sources creates a false enclosure
reducing participation while at the same time controlling ideas
and issues.
From these statements you can · see that I took upon the
book as a weapon to be used against the existing structures of
aesthetic oppression. It's unfortunate that most people are mystified
by the examples of publication and accept passively the conclusions
presented by a few self appointed historians of photography some
of whom appear in your periodical. We are out to change a few
of these dominant positiop s and in the process awaken the need
for a more thoughtful and independent attitude towards photography.
I am currently editing an issue for Dumb Ox which will utilize
pbtograhic work from the Bay Area that expresses ideological
cortent of society and photography. The work will in some instances
oppose conceptualism because of a more "problematic" investigation
of the photog rap hi c object. Wh01 it• s ready, I • 11 send you a copy.
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Enclosed, you will find a recent issue of Art Contemporary.

243 Grand View Ave
SF 94114

fair and significant review of Photography
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